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Abstract
Paramagnetic centers in graphene oxide (GO) were studied by continuous
wave and pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) in the
temperature range 4.2–300K. Saturation of the EPR signal indicates long
spin relaxation times of the paramagnetic centers and show that the
relaxation times increase with lowering temperature as well as with
decreasing the number of water molecules by drying. Long spin-lattice
and phase memory relaxation times in deeply dried GO are quantitatively
studied by the pulsed EPR techniques. The spin-lattice relaxation time is
found to decrease from 52msat 5K to 0.153msat 240K and is dominated
by the direct process below 100K. The  dependence observed at higher
temperatures can result from Raman processes. The phase memory time
is about 1μsat 240K, changes non-monotonically with lowering
temperature, and reaches its maximum of 2.2μsat 5K. Molecular motions
of the functional groups and the adsorbed water molecules are employed
to explain this dependence. The paramagnetic centers are attributed to
the unfunctionalized carbons in the highly functionalized regions of GO.
Their interactions with protons are confirmed by ESEEM. Slow relaxation
extends possible applications of GO for quantum computing and
spintronics.
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1. Introduction
A growing interest to paramagnetic centers with long spin-spin relaxation
times is kept due to their potential applications as qubits in quantum
computing [[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]]. The realization of qubits requires the
accomplishment of the so-called Di Vincenzo criteria [8]. One of them is a
sufficiently long quantum phase memory (called also coherence) time 
which must be  times longer than the time for an individual quantum
operation. Among various systems considered as candidates for qubits
such as superconductive circuits, trapped ions, etc., the solid-state
electron-spin qubits seem to be a good compromise between sufficiently
long phase memory times and the ability to interact with other qubits.
The longest phase memory times, in the millisecond range, were
observed at low temperatures, but performing quantum computing at
room temperature is more attractive. Although quantum computing is
one of the priorities of new techniques, intensive search for materials that
allow building permanent qubits operating at room temperature has not
yet yielded satisfactory results. Materials with long phase memory times
are difficult to adapt to the needs of miniaturized electronics. The longest
room temperature phase memory time is observed for nitrogen-vacancy
(NV) centers in diamond [9,10]. However, it is challenging to develop
many-qubit systems from diamonds. For example, decreasing the size of
the diamond to the nanoscale (which potentially allows stronger
interactions with other qubits) drastically decreases the phase memory
time of the NV center [11]. Long phase memory times were also observed
at room temperature for paramagnetic centers in SiC [12] and for
nitrogen atoms encaged in C  fullerene [13]. Recently, promising results
have been obtained on S=1/2 complexes [14,15]. There are also successful
attempts to insert the slowly relaxing centers to graphene by bonding the
radical molecule to the surface [16] or edges of graphene nanoribbons
[17]. Due to their two-dimensional structure, graphene and graphene-
related materials are very attractive for spintronics and quantum
computing. Most of the research papers on the spin relaxation in
graphene focuses on the mechanisms of short spin relaxation times of
conduction electrons, whereas paramagnetic species, such as defects and
functional groups, are treated as a source of decoherence [18]. However,
slowly relaxing centers were detected in the reduced graphene oxide at
low temperatures [19]. The localized paramagnetic centers exist also in
graphene oxide (GO) [[20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]]. Panich et al. [20]
have demonstrated saturation of the narrow electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) signal at  in GO polluted with Mn  ions.

GO is a well-known and widely used form of functionalized graphene
[27]. Its applications include 2D electronics, optoelectronics, catalysis,
energy storage and solar cells [[28], [29], [30]]. Properties of GO are
determined by degree of oxidation and distribution of the functional
groups on the surface. The investigations of the real structure of GO layer
[31] revealed the existence of the separated regions with various
hybridization of carbon orbitals (  in graphene-like regions and  in
highly functionalized ones). Such structure determines electrical
properties of GO. The direct current conductivity is very low and GO is
treated as an insulator [32]. However, the proton/electron conductivity
was observed by impedance measurements [33]. The room temperature
electron conductivity of GO is of order of 10 S/cm [34]. These properties
should be taken into account when analyzing the EPR signal. The early
EPR studies of GO, carried out by various research groups, do not give a
coherent picture. The differences are in the shape of the EPR signal and
the temperature dependencies of its parameters. The origin of the EPR
signal has not been determined. According to Ćirić et al. [21,22], the EPR
signal from the large GO flakes is due to conduction electrons, but the
signal observed for a flakes of about 1μm  is attributed to localized
magnetic moments of unknown origin. According to Diamantopoulou
et al. [23], the temperature dependence of the EPR signal intensity
indicates antiferromagnetic correlations between localized paramagnetic
centers. This group reports the splitting of the EPR signal, which has
never been observed by other researches. Therefore, the purity of the GO
used by them can be questioned. Kempinski et al. [24,25] have suggested
that the GO EPR signal is composed of two Lorentzian lines. Their
analysis shows that the weak temperature dependences of the integral
intensity of these two components do not follow the Curie law. Studies of
the absorption of gasses and water molecules on the GO and reduced
graphene oxide led this group to the conclusion that the signal can be
due to the localized charge carriers [25]. The hypotheses that the EPR
signal is due to conduction electrons [21,22,24,25] or the localized
paramagnetic centers interacting via delocalized electrons [23] assume
that these centers are localized in the  regions. However, such
approach does not explain the presence of the satellite lines on either
side of the narrow EPR signal of GO [26]. These satellite lines have
previously been observed by Ćirić et al. [22] and interpreted as an
additional broad EPR signal. Recently, it was proposed that the satellite
lines result from the forbidden transitions in the hyperfine structure
induced by protons in the vicinity of the slowly relaxing centers [35].
Additionally, the existence of paramagnetic centers in a pure GO with the
spin-lattice relaxation time ( ) longer than 1μsat room temperature has
been demonstrated using the rapid passage effects under microwave
saturation of their continuous wave (CW) EPR signals [35]. Since the
chemical reduction removed the slowly relaxing paramagnetic centers,
they have been attributed to the isolated unfunctionalized carbons in the
highly functionalized regions of GO.

In this paper we report our CW and pulsed EPR studies of the electron
spin relaxation times in graphene oxide within a broad temperature
range. We use the rapid passage effects under microwave saturation of the
CW EPR signal to select the sample containing paramagnetic centers with
the longest relaxation times. The relaxation times of this sample were
measured by the pulsed EPR methods. The long electron spin-lattice
relaxation (  =153μs) and phase memory (  μs) times are
observed for the deeply dried GO even at high (240K) temperature. These
times are longer than those of radicals attached to the edge states of
graphene nanoribbons [17]. That is the first observation of such long spin
relaxation times in graphene-related materials. The possible relaxation
mechanisms are discussed to explain the measured temperature
dependences of the spin relaxation times.

2. Materials and methods
Graphene oxide was obtained from NanoPoz. Technology of its
production and degree of its purification was adjusted for the EPR
requirements. GO was produced from a large-flake natural graphite using
the modified Hummers’ method [36], as it was described elsewhere [26].
After chemical oxidation, material was in a form of graphite oxide. To
produce high purity material, residual manganese and sulfate ions were
removed by a two-step process. Washing with 1% HCl, which was
repeated four times to successfully remove contaminant ions, was
followed by washing with deionized water aimed for removal of HCl. This
process was also repeated four times. For each washing 10L of liquid
(diluted HCl or H O) per 14g of GO were used. After each washing
process, the presence of contaminating sulfate ions was checked by
barium chloride. Then, graphite oxide was separated from the liquids by
decantation. No centrifugation was used. Finally, the graphite oxide
concentration in water was adjusted to 4mg/ml by water dilution and the
mixture was gently sonicated to produce the water suspension of GO.
Such procedure allows us to obtain GO with the contamination level of
6ppm for Mn  and 3ppm for Fe . The flake size distribution is 5–30μm.
The details of elemental analysis are described in the Data Sheet available
on the NanoPoz site [37].

Two methods of drying were used. To prepare the first sample (S1), water
suspension of GO was poured into a Petri dish and dried in air at 60°C for
2h until GO paper was formed at a dish bottom. Then the sample was
stored in an open tube in free contact with air. In order to prepare the
second sample (S2) and to remove water molecules more effectively, the
GO suspension was diluted with water and portion of the suspensions
was placed on Teflon (BISAN) tape. Water was evaporated at 70°C for a few
days. This sample was placed into a closed tube to avoid further contact
with water vapour in air. As a result, we obtained a deeply dried sample
with minimum number of water molecules. The obtained GO paper was
cut into strips which were stacked to obtain bigger samples. Then, GO
stacks were placed into quartz tubes suitable for EPR measurements.

The CW EPR measurements were performed using a X-band RADIOPAN
SX spectrometer with Oxford ESR900 cryostat in the temperature range
of 4.2–300K. The amplitude of the 100kHz magnetic field modulation was
0.02mT. The absorption CW EPR spectrum was obtained by phase-
sensitive detection at the frequency, , of the magnetic field
modulation, which selects the first-harmonic component of the spin
response [[38], [39], [40]]. In-phase and 90° out-of-phase components of
the EPR signal relative to the phase of the magnetic field modulation
were measured. Typically, CW EPR spectra are recorded in the absence of
microwave (MW) saturation under slow-passage conditions, where the
rate of change of the magnetic field due to sweep of the external magnetic
field, B, and magnetic field modulation is slow relative to the spin
relaxation rates [38]. When the first-harmonic in-phase signal is detected,
the first derivative of the EPR absorption signal is recorded as a function
of B. Under these conditions, the first-harmonic out-of-phase signal is
averaged to zero [39]. Under saturation and rapid passage ( ), the
first-harmonic out-of-phase signal is generated [41]. The observation of
this signal reveals that T  of the spin system is of the order of than 
(1.6μsat 100kHz) or longer and is used to identify paramagnetic centers
with long relaxation times in GO. Saturation of the in-phase and out-of-
phase EPR signals was employed to compare qualitatively the relaxation
rates of paramagnetic centers in our samples. For accurate phase settings
of phase-sensitive detector a non-saturable reference sample such as a
small single crystal of CuSO ⋅5H O was used.

The phase memory, T , and the spin-lattice relaxation times were
measured by the pulsed techniques using Bruker ELEXSYS E580 EPR
spectrometer in temperature range 5–240K. The electron spin-lattice
relaxation time was obtained by employing an inversion-recovery pulse
sequence (π - τ - π/2 – FID) and measuring the free induction decay (FID)
intensity as a function of τ. Measuring the prime electron spin echo
intensity as a function of a pulse separation τ in a sequence (π/2 - τ - π –
echo) was used to obtain the phase memory time. In both experiments
the π/2 and π pulses were 12 and 24ns, respectively, allowing full
excitation of the EPR lines.

Electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) experiments were
carried out at 5K. The three-pulse ESEEM sequence, π/2 - τ - π/2 - T - π/2 -
τ - echo, was employed with a four-step phase cycling [42]. The
measurements were carried out at a magnetic field where the echo
intensity was maximum, and the length of the π/2 pulses was 12 ns. The
pulse interval τ was selected to be 234 ns to maximize the protons
modulation according to , where  is the
protons nuclear Larmor frequency [43]. Fourier transformation (FT) of the
ESEEM trace was carried out as follows: first the background decay was
subtracted using a polynomial-exponential fit, then the data were
apodized with a Hamming window, zero filling was performed followed
by FT, cross-term averaging [44], and finally the magnitude spectrum was
calculated.

3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows the in-phase and out-of-phase EPR signals recorded at MW
power of 2.3mW and 4.2K for two GO samples prepared by different
drying methods. A characteristic feature of the observed EPR spectra is
the existence of a partially resolved pair of weak satellites on either side of
the central line. The satellite lines are separated by 0.96±0.01mT. It can be
seen that drying influences the intensities of the central and satellite
lines. The observed relative intensities of the satellites and the central
line depend on MW power and temperature. The satellite lines, which
were identified as the forbidden transitions in the hyperfine structure
due to protons [35], saturate at higher MW power than the central line.
Therefore, they become more visible when the central line is significantly
saturated. However, a decrease of the satellite intensity at relatively low
MW power, observed for the sample S2, can be attributed to the
decreasing number of protons due to removal of water molecules by
better drying. The saturation properties of the observed central EPR line
and its satellites as well as the value of their splitting confirm that the
EPR spectrum results from a paramagnetic defect with hyperfine
interaction arising from hydrogen atoms [35].
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Fig. 1. EPR signals recorded at MW power of 2.3mWat 4.2K for the S1 (a) and S2 (b)
GO samples prepared by different drying. Amplitudes of the observed signals were
normalized to the sample mass. Positions of the satellite lines are shown by arrows.
(A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Saturation of the EPR signals was used to compare qualitatively the
relaxation rates of paramagnetic centers in our samples. Fig. 2 depicts
saturation of the EPR signals for two GO samples at room temperature
(RT) and at 4.2K. The saturation results in a non-linear dependence of the
in-phase and out-of-phase EPR signal amplitude on the square root of
MW power for both samples. The out-of-phase signals saturate at higher
MW power than the in-phase ones. The observation of out-of-phase
signal is possible only under rapid passage condition ( ) and
reveals that, at the used 100kHz magnetic field modulation, T  of the spin
system in both samples is of the order of 1.6 μs or longer. The increase of
the in-phase EPR signal amplitude of the S1 sample at RT and 

 indicates the contribution of additional paramagnetic centers
with shorter  (Fig. 2a). The observed saturation curve demonstrates the
existence of two types of paramagnetic centers with different spin
relaxation times in this sample. Comparison of the saturation curves of
the S1 and deeply dried S2 samples indicates that drying decreases the
number of the fast-relaxing centers. Lowering temperature to 4.2K
increases the saturation of the EPR signal of both samples (Fig. 2b). At RT
and at 4.2K, the EPR signals of the most dried sample S2 are saturated at
lower MW power than those of the less dried sample S1. We can conclude
that a decrease of the number of water molecules by drying increases the
spin relaxation times. Therefore, the sample S2 was chosen for
measurements of the spin relaxation times.
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Fig. 2. Saturation of the EPR signals for the GO samples at RT (a) and 4.2K(b). (A
colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

The spin relaxation times in the deeply dried S2 sample were measured
by the pulsed EPR methods. The temperature dependences of the phase
memory and spin–lattice relaxation times of the paramagnetic centers in
this sample are presented in Fig. 3. The obtained results confirm our
conclusion about the existence of paramagnetic centers with  longer
than 1.6μsat room temperature based on saturation of the CW EPR
signals in GO [35]. The pulsed EPR measured values of  are much
longer than the limit for  found from the CW EPR study. We observe
that the phase memory time  within the whole temperature
range. With lowering temperature,  increases from 153μsat 240K to
52msat 5K. The phase memory time has much weaker dependence on
temperature and its value increases from 0.93μsat 240K to 2.2μsat 5K. This
verifies that these relaxation times are determined by different
mechanisms.
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Fig. 3. The phase memory ( ) and spin–lattice ( ) relaxation times of
paramagnetic centers in the deeply dried GO as a function of temperature. (A
colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

The dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate  as a function of
temperature is presented in Fig. 4. The similar spin-lattice relaxation
rates, linear in temperature, have been observed at low temperature in
amorphous materials due to electron–nuclear dipolar coupling (END) to
TLS (two-level tunneling states) centers [[45], [46], [47]]. In this mechanism
tunneling motions of magnetic nuclei surrounding the paramagnetic
center modulate the END interaction and causes relaxation. In this case
the relaxation rate . However, the fitting parameters
obtained with this model for our results are nonphysical, for example, 

.
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Fig. 4. Spin-lattice relaxation rate as a function of temperature. Solid line is the
best fit to the data. The linear term (dotted line) of the used fitting function 

 dominates at low temperature. Above 90K, the  term (dashed line) is
significant. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

The best fit of the observed temperature dependence of the spin–lattice
relaxation rate is obtained with , where  =4.7±0.4K s
and B =6.6±0.2×10 K s . The similar dependence was observed for the
nitrogen center in diamonds exhibiting the Jahn-Teller distortion [[48],
[49], [50]]. There are, however, significant differences. The values of  and 

 obtained for GO are larger about 10  and 10 times, respectively, than
those for nitrogen centers in diamond. In our case the linear term
dominates even at temperatures above 10K where the direct process is
usually ineffective. Moreover, we have no grounds for claiming that the
paramagnetic centers in GO have the degenerated ground state to expect
the Jahn-Teller effect. If the slowly relaxing center is related to the
unfunctionalized carbon with the unpaired electron on  orbital, the
deformation of its surrounding is forced by the type and position of the
epoxy/hydroxyl functional groups attached to the neighboring carbons.
No Jahn-Teller dynamics is expected for such strained structures.
Therefore, we believe that the observed  dependence results from
Raman processes. Such explanation was proposed for some materials
[51,52].

The spin echo decay of paramagnetic centers in GO is approximated by a
single exponential function  in the whole
temperature range. Fig. 5 (a) shows such decay observed at 10K and 240K.
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Fig. 5. (a) Normalized spin echo intensity as a function of 2τ at 10K and at 240K.
The decay of the spin echo was fitted by a single exponential function to extract 
(solid lines). (b) The phase memory time as a function of temperature. The
experimental errors do not exceed the symbol size. (c) The dependence of 
versus  indicates a thermally activated behavior at low (below 50K) and high
(above 170K) temperatures. The solid lines are the best fits to the Arrhenius
equation. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

At least four mechanisms can produce the observed single exponential
decay [53]: (a) electron dipolar spin flip-flops (also known as the spectral
diffusion); (b) instantaneous diffusion; (c) fast spin–lattice relaxation
processes (  process); and (d) various kinds of molecular motions,
including rotation of hydrogen containing groups [54] or any slow
motions of the structural constituents of the studied materials.

The contributions of the spectral and instantaneous diffusion processes
are temperature independent. Consequently, the observed temperature
dependence of  cannot be explained by these processes. Nevertheless,
we can estimate their possible contributions. In the case of the
instantaneous diffusion at full excitation of the EPR line by the π/2 - τ - π
sequence, the echo decay is characterized by the value of  [53].
This time is caused by dipole-dipole interactions of electron spins and
determined by the local spin concentration. For the random distribution
of spins in the two-dimensional case characteristic for our sample, the
spin-spin relaxation rate can be described by the following formula: 

 [55]. Here  is the gyromagnetic ratio,  is the Planck
constant and  is the surface density of paramagnetic centers. We
estimate for the S2 sample  cm  and the expected value of 

. This value is in the same order of magnitude as the maximum
memory time  observed at 5K. Because the instantaneous
diffusion is temperature-independent, one can conclude that this
mechanism can determine, at best, the value of  observed at the lowest
temperature. Note that the estimated low electron spin concentration
makes the spectral diffusion in our experiments insignificant. The 
process is also negligible, because  is at least two orders of magnitude
longer than . Thus, the observed temperature dependence of  (Fig. 5
(b)) is dominated by molecular motions.

Fig. 5 (b) shows in more detail the temperature dependence of the phase
memory time presented in Fig. 3 and demonstrates its non-monotonic
behavior. A shortening of  above 5K is followed by its gradual increase
above 60K and the appearance of a broad minimum. Then, a decrease of 

 is observed above 180K. Such  dependence can result from
molecular motions. The observed minimum is characteristic for the
transition from the slow to fast molecular motion. Analysis of the range
of the slow motion allows us to determine the activation energy using the
dependence of  versus  (Fig. 5 (c). The best fit of the data to
the Arrhenius equation gives the activation energy  4.6kJ/mol for the
rapid decrease of  values above 180K Another thermal process
with  0.044kJ/mol is clearly seen in the temperature range 15–60K.
The main sources of molecular dynamics in GO are hydroxyl (OH)
groups and adsorbed water molecules [27]. The hyperfine interactions
between unpaired electrons and protons of these molecular groups form
the inhomogeneously broadened EPR line observed in GO. The C–O
bond of the hydroxyl group is perpendicular to the graphene layer,
whereas the C–O–H angle is ∼107° and the C–H bond is directed towards
the center of one of three hexagons [56,57]. Jumps between three
equivalent positions change the distance between the proton and the
unpaired electron and induce transitions between pairs of spin packets
corresponding to proton-electron interactions at various positions of
proton. One cannot also ignore adsorbed water molecules which can form
weak, therefore, asymmetric hydrogen bonds with epoxy and hydroxyl
groups. At low temperatures, proton jumps between nonequivalent
positions in these bonds can also influence the spin packet width. Due to
the small activation energies these processes are expected at low
temperatures.

The relaxation process observed above 180K can be related to molecular
motions revealed in GO by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [20]. In
contrast to electron spin echo experiments, in NMR the rotational
minimum due to molecular motions appears in the temperature
dependence of the nuclear spin–lattice relaxation time . NMR
measurements for protons in GO have shown that their spin–lattice
relaxation time decreases above 170K and exhibits a characteristic
minimum at ∼330K due to fluctuations of dipole–dipole interactions of
hydrogen spins caused by fast molecular motion [20]. This minimum is
not observed in our EPR measurements, limited by 240K due to the small
intensity of echo. Additional information can be drawn from the
observation of proton conductivity of GO within the analyzed
temperature range [[58], [59], [60]]. The proposed Grotthuss mechanism of
this type of conductivity assumes rotations of the water molecules
adsorbed on GO, that enables proton hopping in the net of the H-bonded
functional groups. Consequently, the proton conductivity can be a source
of the enhanced relaxation rate above 180K.

The CW EPR spectra of two our samples (Fig. 1) exhibit forbidden
transitions due to the interaction of the paramagnetic centers with
protons [35]. However, the ESEEM effect from such interaction is very
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protons [35]. However, the ESEEM effect from such interaction is very
weak in the Hahn echo decay (Fig. 5 (a)). In order to reveal this effect
obviously, the three pulse sequence was used. The modulations of the
spin echo decay are clearly seen in this experiment (Fig. 6a). The results
presented in Fig. 6b evidently demonstrate the ESSEM effect and directly
confirm the presence of paramagnetic nuclei ( H and C), having at the
applied magnetic field the nuclear Larmor frequencies of 14.8MHz and
3.7MHz, respectively.
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Fig. 6. (a) The modulated decay of the spin echo generated by the 3 pulse ESEEM at
5K and a magnetic field of 348mT for the sample S2. (b) ESEEM spectrum of the
decay presented in (a). At the used magnetic field the nuclear frequencies of
protons and C are 14.8MHz and 3.7MHz, respectively. (A colour
version of this figure can be viewed online.)

The obtained results allow us to verify the previously proposed model of
the paramagnetic centers [35]. These centers can be attributed to the
isolated unfunctionalized carbons in the highly functionalized regions of
GO and their unpaired electrons are coupled by the hyperfine
interactions with protons from surrounding hydroxyl groups and
adsorbed water molecules. We find that saturation of the CW EPR signal
is reduced by the sample humidity (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). It means that water
molecules absorbed on GO surface enhance the spin relaxation.
Humidity increases the intensity of the satellite lines (Fig. 1) arising from
forbidden transitions due to the hyperfine interactions of the unpaired
electrons with protons. The 3p-ESEEM directly confirms the presence of
protons (Fig. 6). It was shown that water molecules are absorbed mostly in
the highly functionalized regions [61]. On the other hand, the observation
of the spin echo proves that the EPR signal (or at list its part) is
inhomogeneously broadened. That means that the paramagnetic centers
are neither exchange coupled nor interact with conduction electrons. We
can conclude that these centers are not located in the graphene-like
regions of GO because in the graphene-like regions the localized
electrons become coupled to the delocalized ones [62]. The spin
relaxation of the paramagnetic centers in conducting materials can be
analyzed in the frame of Hasegawa [63] and Barnes [64] model. According
to this model, the centers with g-factor close to 2 can be so strongly
coupled to the conduction electrons that the exchange coupling between
them becomes larger than the Zeeman energy difference. The EPR signal
of such coupled system is homogeneously broadened and spin echo
cannot be generated.

The analysis of the  dependence revealed the temperature activated
processes, which can be explained by molecular motions. That also
denotes that the paramagnetic centers are surrounded by molecular
groups.

Note that the highly covalently functionalized graphenes such as
fluorographene or graphane (two-side hydrogenated graphene) are
nonmagnetic. However, it was shown for fluorographene that defects of
covering, i.e. single unfunctionalized carbon atoms, are paramagnetic
[65,66].

Hybridization of the unfunctionalized carbon atoms in GO is
predominantly  and the unpaired electron is localized on the 
orbital. Since the hybridization of the surrounding carbons is , the
symmetry of the local modes make difficult energy dissipation from the
paramagnetic center to the lattice. This explains the observed long spin-
lattice relaxation times.

4. Conclusions
In summary, using the pulsed EPR techniques we have demonstrated
slow relaxation of paramagnetic centers in GO. Such relaxation is
unexpected for graphene-related materials. We have found that the spin-
lattice relaxation decreases from 52msat 5K to 0.153msat 240K and is
dominated by the direct process up to 100K. The T  dependence observed
at higher temperatures can be due to Raman processes. The maximum
phase memory time reaches 2.2μsat 5K and its value changes non-
monotonically with increasing temperature due to molecular motions of
the functional groups and the adsorbed water molecules. At 240K  is
about 1 μs, which is longer than the phase memory time of radical groups
attached to magnetic edges of graphene nanoribbons [17] and is enough
for realization of qubits. It was shown that the observed paramagnetic
centers can be attributed to the isolated unfunctionalized carbons in the
highly functionalized regions of GO. The proposed relaxation
mechanisms can be verified in future experimental studies using GO
modifications. So, measurements of the relaxation times in the samples
with the controlled concentration of water molecules should reveal the
impact of the absorbed water on the relaxation processes. It will also be
important to replace the protons by deuterons. Such modification will
minimize the influence of molecular dynamics on spin relaxation and
can result in a longer phase memory time.
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